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Abstract—Mobile edge computing (MEC) is a promising tech-
nology to support mission-critical vehicular applications, such as
intelligent path planning and safety applications. In this paper, a
collaborative edge computing framework is developed to reduce
the computing service latency and improve service reliability for
vehicular networks. First, a task partition and scheduling algo-
rithm (TPSA) is proposed to decide the workload allocation and
schedule the execution order of the tasks offloaded to the edge
servers given a computation offloading strategy. Second, an arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) based collaborative computing approach
is developed to determine the task offloading, computing, and
result delivery policy for vehicles. Specifically, the offloading and
computing problem is formulated as a Markov decision process.
A deep reinforcement learning technique, i.e., deep determin-
istic policy gradient, is adopted to find the optimal solution
in a complex urban transportation network. By our approach,
the service cost, which includes computing service latency and
service failure penalty, can be minimized via the optimal work-
load assignment and server selection in collaborative computing.
Simulation results show that the proposed AI-based collaborative
computing approach can adapt to a highly dynamic environment
with outstanding performance.

Index Terms—Mobile edge computing, Internet of Vehicles,
task scheduling, deep deterministic policy gradient.

I. INTRODUCTION

VEHICULAR communication networks have drawn sig-
nificant attention from both academia and industry in the

past decade. Conventional vehicular networks aim to improve
the driving experience and enable safety applications via data
exchange in vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications. In
the era of 5G, the concept of vehicular networks has been
extended to Internet-of-Vehicle (IoV), in which intelligent and
interactive applications are enabled by communication and
computation technologies [1]. A myriad of on-board appli-
cations can be implemented in the context of IoV, such
as assisted/autonomous driving and platooning, urban traffic
management, and on-board infotainment services [2], [3].
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Although IoV technologies are promising, realizing the IoV
applications still faces challenges. One of the obstacles is the
limited on-board computation capability at vehicles. For exam-
ple, a self-driving car with ten high-resolution cameras may
generate 2 gigapixels per second of data, while 250 trillion
computation operations per second are required to process
the data promptly [4]. Processing such computation-intensive
applications on vehicular terminals is energy-inefficient and
time-consuming. To overcome the limitation, mobile edge
computing (MEC) is an emerging paradigm that provides
fast and energy-efficient computing services for vehicle
users [5]–[7]. Via vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communi-
cations, resource-constrained vehicle users are allowed to
offload their computation-intensive tasks to highly capable
edge servers co-located with roadside units (RSUs) for pro-
cessing. Meanwhile, compared to the conventional mobile
cloud computing, the network delay caused by task offload-
ing can be significantly reduced in MEC due to the proximity
of the edge server to vehicles [8]. Consequently, some appli-
cations that require high computing capability, such as path
navigation, video stream analytics, and objective detection, can
be implemented in vehicular networks with edge servers [9].

Despite the advantage brought by MEC-enabled vehicular
networks, new challenges have emerged in task offloading and
computing. One critical problem in MEC is to decide which
edge servers should their computing tasks be offloaded to. In
vehicular networks, the highly dynamic communication topol-
ogy leads to unreliable communication links [10]. Due to the
non-negligible computing time and the limited communication
range of vehicles, a vehicle may travel out of the coverage
area of an edge server during a service session, resulting in
a service disruption. To support reliable computing services
for high-mobility users, a service migration scheme has been
introduced in [11]. Under this scope, when a user moves out
of the communication area of the edge that the computing task
was offloaded, the computing process will be interrupted, and
the corresponding virtual machine (VM) will be migrated to
a new edge according to the radio association. In the urban
area, where highly dense infrastructure are deployed, frequent
service interruption would happen due to the dynamically
changing radio association, which can significantly increase
the overall computing service latency.

Alternatively, computing service reliability can be achieved
by cooperation among edge servers. Different from service
migration, which achieves service reliability by migrating
the computing service according to the vehicle’s trajectory,
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computing cooperation improves the service reliability by
accelerating task processing time. The computing task can be
divided and computed by multiple servers in parallel or fully
offloaded to a server with high computing capability at the
cost of communication overhead [12], [13]. In this regard, the
computing task can be forwarded to the edge server which
is out of the user’s communication range. Compared to ser-
vice migration, in which edge servers only execute the task
offloaded by the vehicles under their communication cover-
age, computing cooperation allows edge servers processing
the tasks offloaded by the vehicles out of their coverage for
reducing the overall computing time. Nevertheless, multi-
hop communications could result in significant transmission
delay and waste communication spectrum resources in the task
offloading process. The tradeoff between the communication
overhead and the computing capability increases the complex-
ity of the server assignment problem. In addition, although
computing service latency can be reduced by cooperative
computing, it is hard to guarantee service reliability for the
vehicles with high mobility. The uncertainty of vehicle moving
trajectories poses significant challenges in computing result
delivery.

Motivated by the issues in the existing service migration
and computing cooperation schemes, we present a computing
collaboration framework to provide reliable low-latency com-
puting in an MEC-enabled vehicular network. Once an edge
server receives the computing tasks offloaded by a vehicle,
it may partially or fully distribute the computing workload to
another edge server to reduce computing latency. Furthermore,
by selecting proper edge servers to deliver the computing
results, vehicle users are able to obtain computing results
without service disruption caused by mobility. Under this
framework, we propose a novel task offloading and computing
approach that reduces the overall computing service latency
and improves service reliability. To achieve this objective, we
firstly formulate a task partition and scheduling optimization
problem, which allows all received tasks in the network to be
executed with minimized latency given the offloading strat-
egy. A heuristic task partition and scheduling approach is
developed to obtain a near-optimal solution of the non-convex
integer problem. In addition, we formulate the radio and com-
puting association problem into a Markov decision process
(MDP). By characterizing stochastic state transitions in the
network, MDP is able to provide proactive offloading policy
for vehicles. An artificial intelligence (AI) approach, deep rein-
forcement learning (DRL), is adopted to cope with the curse
of dimensionality in MDP and unknown network state transi-
tions caused by vehicle mobility. Specifically, a convolutional
neural network (CNN) based DRL is developed to handle the
high-dimensional state space, and the deep deterministic policy
gradient (DDPG) algorithm is adopted to handle the high-
dimensional action space in the proposed problem. The major
contributions of this paper are:

1) We develop an efficient collaborative computing frame-
work for MEC-enabled vehicular networks to pro-
vide low-latency and reliable computing services. To
overcome the complexity brought by the dynamic
network topology, we propose a location-aware task

offloading and computing strategy to guide MEC server
collaboration.

2) We devise a task partition and scheduling scheme to
divide the computing workload among edge servers and
coordinate the execution order for tasks offloaded to the
servers. Given the offloading strategy, our scheme can
minimize the computing time by finding a near-optimal
task scheduling solution with low time-complexity.

3) We further propose an AI-based collaborative comput-
ing approach, which utilizes a model-free method to find
the optimal offloading strategy and MEC server assign-
ment in a 2-dimensional transportation system. A CNN
based DDPG technique is developed to capture the cor-
relation of the state and action among different zones
and accelerate the learning speed.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the related works. Section III describes
the system model. Section IV formulates the service delay
minimization problem. In Section V, we present the task
partition and scheduling scheme, followed by an AI-based
collaborative computing approach in Section VI. Section VII
presents simulation results, and Section VIII concludes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Mobile Edge Computing

As proposed by ETSI in [14], the main objective of MEC
is to reduce the computing task offloading and computing
latency via utilizing the computing resources located in edge
devices, such as base stations and access points. In the context
of edge computing, one of the main problems is to deter-
mine the computing task offloading mechanisms. The edge
server selection problem has been evaluated in [15] and [16].
In [15], Cheng et al. propose a user association strategy to
jointly minimize the computing delay, user energy consump-
tion, and the server computing cost under a space-air-ground
integrated network. A model-free approach is proposed in the
work to deal with the complex offloading decision-making
problem. In [6], Liu et al. investigate the user-server asso-
ciation policy, which takes into account the communication
link quality and server computing capability. In both works,
the computing association follows the radio association, i.e.,
the computing task is processed within the edge server that
the task is offloaded. To further reduce the computation time,
task partition has been considered in [17]–[19]. Computing
tasks can be split and computed by multiple servers in paral-
lel. The cooperation computing has been investigated among
the works [17]–[19] under different network environments,
while the impact of user mobility has not been addressed.
Additionally, in [12], [20], and [21], task scheduling, i.e.,
ordering the task execution sequences, is also evaluated in
the offloading decision making process. In those works, the
task scheduling problem is formulated into a mixed-integer
programming problem, and heuristic algorithms are proposed
to obtain near-optimal solutions efficiently. Different from the
above works, we investigate the task partition and scheduling
under the collaborative computing framework, in which the
adjustment on workload allocation for a task can affect the
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performance of other tasks, which makes the problem more
complex.

B. MEC-enabled Vehicular Networks

The problem of computing offloading has been investi-
gated in many research works in the context of vehicular
networks [22]–[25]. In those works, the main objective is to
minimize service time by selecting the optimal edge server,
while service reliability in the presence of vehicle mobility is
not taken into account. In [26]–[28], machine learning tech-
niques are adopted to obtain the reliable offloading decision for
vehicles via predict the vehicle trajectories. In [26], Sun et al.
focus on task offloading and execution utilizing the computing
resources on vehicles, i.e., vehicular edge. An online learning
algorithm, i.e., multi-armed bandit, is utilized to determine the
computing and communication association among vehicles.
In [27], Ning et al. apply a DRL approach to jointly allo-
cate the communication, caching, and computing resources in
the dynamic vehicular network. Furthermore, to deal with ser-
vice disruption when the vehicle leaving the server converge,
service migration has been firstly proposed in [11]. According
to the vehicle moving trajectory, the corresponding computing
services can be migrated to another edge server that may asso-
ciate the vehicle in the future. The proactive service migration
strategy has been investigated in [29] and [30], where MDP is
utilized to make the migration decision in a proactive manner.
To alleviate service interruption and network overheads in vir-
tual machine migration, server cooperation has been studied
in [5], [31], and [32]. The works [5] and [31] consider that
vehicles divide and offload the computing tasks to multiple
servers according to the predicted traveling traces. Vehicle-to-
vehicle communication is used to disseminate the computing
result if the edge server cannot connect with the vehicle at
the end of a service session. In [32], the work utilizes neural
networks to predict the computing demand in the vehicular
network. MEC servers are clustered to compute the offloaded
tasks cooperatively. Different from the above works, our
proposed approach achieves service reliability improvement by
collaboration and task scheduling among edge servers without
cooperative transmission, which reduces the communication
overhead of result delivery.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Collaborative Edge Computing Framework

An MEC-enabled vehicular network is illustrated in Fig. 1.
A row of RSUs, equipped with computing resources, provide
seamless communication and computing service coverage for
vehicles on the road. An RSU can also communicate with
other RSUs within its communication range via wireless links.
The set of RSUs is denoted by R, where the index of RSUs is
denoted by r ∈ R. We assume that a global controller has full
knowledge of the transportation network and makes offloading
and computing decisions for all the vehicles in a centralized
manner. In our model, a computing session for a task includes
three steps.

1) Offloading: When a computing task is generated at a
vehicle, the vehicle selects an RSU, which is under its

communication range, and offloads the computing data
of the task to the RSU immediately. In the example
shown in Fig. 1, RSU r is selected to offload the com-
puting load. Such RSU is referred to as the receiver RSU
for the task.

2) Computing: After the computing task is fully offloaded,
the receiver RSU can process the whole computing task
or select another RSU to share the computing load. The
RSU, which is selected to process the task collabora-
tively with the receiver RSU, is referred to as the helper
RSU for the task.

3) Delivering: A vehicle may travel out of the communica-
tion range of its receiver RSU. Therefore, the controller
may select an RSU, which could connect with the vehi-
cle at the end of service session, to gather and transmit
computing results. The RSU is referred to as the deliver
RSU. To reduce the overhead, we limit the deliver RSU
to be either the receiver RSU or the helper RSU of the
task. In the example shown in Fig. 1, RSU r + 1 behaves
as both the helper RSU and the deliver RSU for the
computing task offloaded by the vehicle.

To reduce the decision space in task offloading and schedul-
ing, instead of providing the offloading and computing policy
to individual vehicles, we consider location-based offloading
and computing policy. We divide each road into several zones
with equal length, where the set of zones is denoted by Z .
The index of the zones is denoted by z = (a, b) ∈ Z . The
terms a and b represent the index of the roads and the index of
the segments on the road, respectively, where a ∈ {1, . . . ,A},
and b ∈ {1, . . . ,B}. As the vehicle drives through the road, it
traverses the zones consecutively. We assume that all vehicles
in the same zone follow the same offloading and computing
policy.1 For simplicity, we evaluate the aggregated tasks for
vehicles in each zone at a time slot, and refer to the tasks
offloaded by zone z as task z in the remainder of the paper.
We suppose that the vehicle will not travel out of a zone dur-
ing the time duration of a time slot, and vehicles can complete
the offloading process of a task generated in a zone before it
travels out of the zone. Denote the set of vehicles in zone z and
time slot t ∈ T as Vz ,t . The offloading decision for vehicles in

zone z and time slot t is represented by a vector αz ,t ∈ Z
|R|
+ ,

where
∑|R|

r=1 αz ,r ,t = 1. The element αz ,r ,t is 1 if RSU r
is selected as the receiver RSU for the vehicles in zone z
and time slot t, and 0 otherwise. Similarly, the collaborative
computing decision for vehicles in zone z and time slot t is
represented by a vector βz ,t ∈ Z

|R|
+ , where

∑|R|
r=1 βz ,r ,t = 1.

The element βz ,r ,t is 1 if RSU r is selected as the helper RSU
for the vehicles in zone z and time slot t, and 0 otherwise. In
addition, the decision on result delivery is denoted by a binary
variable γz ,r ,t , where γz ,r ,t is 0 if the computing results are
delivered by RSU r for task z in time slot t, and γz ,r ,t is 1 if
the computing results are delivered by RSU r.

1The accuracy of vehicle locations will be improved when the length of
the zone is reduced. In consideration of the length of a car, the length of a
zone is larger than 5 m.
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Fig. 1. Network model.

Fig. 2. An example of the task offloading and computing process.

B. Cost Model

In this paper, the system cost includes two parts:
the service delay and the penalty caused by service
failure.

1) Service Delay: We adopt the task partition technique
during task processing. Once a receiver RSU receives the
offloaded task from vehicles in a zone, it immediately divides
the task and offloads a part of the workload to the helper
RSU of the corresponding zone. We denote the computing
delay of task z corresponding to the receiver or helper RSU
r in time slot t as TC

z ,r ,t . As shown in Fig. 2, the com-
puting delay includes task offloading delay, queuing delay,
and processing delay. Since the amount of output data is
usually much smaller compared to the amount of input
data, we neglect the transmission delay in result delivery
[19], [24].

Firstly, task offloading comprises two steps: offloading tasks
from vehicles to their receiver RSU and offloading the partial
workload from the receiver RSU to the helper RSU. According
to the propagation model in 3GPP standards [33], the path loss
between a transmitter and a receiver with distance d (km) can

be computed as:

L(d) = 40
(
1− 4× 10−3Dhb

)
log10 d − 18 log10D

hb

+ 21 log10 f + 80(dB), (1)

where the parameter f is the carrier frequency in MHz, and the
parameter Dhb represents the antenna height in meter. We do
not consider the shadowing effect of the channel. Denote the
distance between the center point of zone z and the location
of RSU r as Dz ,r , and the distance between RSU r and r′ as
Dr ,r ′ . The data rate for vehicles in zone z offloading task to
RSU r is

rz ,r = BZ log2

(

1 +
PV10−L(Dz ,r )/10

σ2v

)

, (2)

where the parameter σ2v denotes the power of the Gaussian
noise in the V2I channel, PV represents the vehicle transmit
power, and BZ represents the bandwidth reserved for vehicles
in a zone. As the receiver RSU for task z, a signal-to-noise
ratio threshold should be satisfied, where

PV 10−L(Dz ,r )/10

σ2v
≥ αz ,r ,tδ

O, ∀t , z , r , (3)

where δO is the signal-to-noise ratio threshold for data offload-
ing. Assume that vehicles in a zone are scheduled to offload
the tasks successively, and the channel condition is fixed in
the duration of any computing task offloading. The transmis-
sion delay for offloading the computing data in zone z to the
receiver RSU is:

TT
z ,t =

∑

r∈R

αz ,r ,tWz ,t

rz ,r
, (4)

where Wz ,t represents the overall computing data generated
by vehicles in zone z, i.e., task z, and time slot t. In addition,
the data rate between RSU r and RSU r′ for forwarding the
computing data offloaded from a zone is

rr ,r ′ = BR log2

(

1 +
PR10−L(Dr,r′)/10

σ2r

)

, (5)

where the parameter σ2r represents the power of the Gaussian
noise in the RSU to RSU channel, PR represents the RSU
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transmit power, and BR represents the bandwidth reserved for
forwarding data offloaded from a zone. In data forwarding, the
signal-to-noise constraint is also required to be satisfied, where

PR10−L(Dr,r′)/10

σ2r
≥ βz ,r ′,tδ

O, ∀t , z , r , r ′. (6)

For computing task z in time slot t, the portion of workload
to be processed by the receiver RSU and the helper RSU is
denoted by xz ,t and 1− xz ,t , respectively. Thus, the delay for
forwarding the data to the deliver RSU is:

TR
z ,t =

∑

r∈R

∑

r ′∈R

αz ,r ,tβz ,r ′,t
(
1− xz ,t

)
Wz ,t

rr ,r ′
. (7)

Furthermore, after the task is offloaded to edge servers, the
queuing delay may be experienced. Let set Zr ,t denote the
zones which have tasks offloaded to RSU r, i.e., {z |αz ,r ,t =
1} ∪ {z |βz ,r ,t = 1}, and let i(z) represent the index of zone z
in set Zr ,t . We denote Nr ,t as the number of tasks offloaded
in time slot t and assigned to the RSU r, where Nr ,t =
∑

z αz ,r ,t + βz ,r ,t . Then, a matrix, I(r ,t) ∈ Z
Nr,t×Nr,t

+ , can
be defined to imply the processing order of tasks offloaded to
RSU r in time slot t, where I

(r ,t)
i(z ),j

= 1 if the task offloaded
from zone z is scheduled as the j-th task to be processed among
the other tasks offloaded in the same time slot. As shown in
Fig. 2, the queuing delay of a task depends on the computing
time of the task scheduled priorly. For the first task to be pro-
cessed among the tasks offloaded in time slot t, the queuing
delay stems from the computing time for the tasks offloaded
in previous time slots. Thus, the queuing delay of task z in
RSU r can be formulated as follows:

TQ
z ,r ,t =

⎧
⎨

⎩

T
Q0
r ,t , if I

(r ,t)
i(z ),1

= 1,
∑

z ′
∑

j I
(r ,t)
i(z ),j

I
(r ,t)
i(z ′),j−1

TC
z ′,r ,t , otherwise.

(8)

The term T
Q0
r ,t represents the latency for finishing the tasks

offloaded in previous time slots {1, . . . , t − 1}, where

T
Q0
r ,t = max

{
∑

z ′
I
(r ,t)
i(z ′),Nr,t−1

TC
z ′,r ,t−1 − ε, 0

}

, (9)

where ε is the length of a time slot.
We consider that data transmission and task processing run

in parallel. After the task is offloaded and other tasks sched-
uled priorly are completed, the task can be processed by the
dedicated server. The delay for processing task z offloaded to
RSU r in time slot t can be formulated as

TP
z ,r ,t =

χWz ,t
[
αz ,r ,txz ,t + βz ,r ,t

(
1− xz ,t

)]

Cr
, (10)

where Cr denotes the computing capability (CPU-cycle
frequency) of RSU r, and χ denotes the number of computa-
tion cycles needed to execute 1 bit of data.

Given the offloading delay, queuing delay, and process-
ing delay, the computing delay for task z on RSU r can be
formulated as follows:

TC
z ,r ,t = max

{
TT
z ,t + βz ,r ,tT

R
z ,t ,T

Q
z ,r ,t

}
+ TP

z ,r ,t . (11)

Denote the overall service delay for the task offloaded from
zone z in time slot t as T service

z ,t . As shown in Fig. 2, the
overall service delay depends on the longest computing time
between the receiver RSU and the helper RSU. Thus, we have

T service
z ,t = max

{
∑

r

αz ,r ,tT
C
z ,r ,t ,

∑

r

βz ,r ,tT
C
z ,r ,t

}

. (12)

2) Service Failure Penalty: The mobility of vehicles brings
uncertainty in result downloading. Service failure may occur if
a vehicle is out of the coverage of its deliver RSU during the
service session. Denote the zone that vehicle v is located when
its computing result is delivered as mv , i.e., the location of
vehicle v ∈ Vz ,t in time slot t+TService

z ,t . Also, we denote the
signal-to-noise ratio threshold for result delivering as δD. We
introduce a variable 1z ,t to indicate whether the computing
service for task z offloaded in time slot t is successful or not,
where

1z ,t =

{
1, ifPR10−L(Dmv ,r )/10 ≥ σ2rγz ,r ,tδ

D, ∀v ∈ Vz ,t
0, otherwise.

(13)

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Our objective is to minimize the weighted sum of the over-
all computing service delay for vehicle users and service
failure penalty. The corresponding objective function can be
formulated as follows:

min
{α,β,γ ,x,

{I(r,t),∀r,t}}

lim
T→∞

1

T

T−1∑

t=0

∑

z∈Z

{
T service

z ,t 1z ,t + λWz ,t (1− 1z ,t )
}

(14a)

s.t. (3), (6), (14b)
∑

r∈R
αz ,r,t = 1,

∑

r∈R
βz ,r,t = 1,

∑

r∈R
γz ,r,t = 1 (14c)

Nr,t∑

i=1

I
(r,t)
i,j = 1,

Nr,t∑

j=1

I
(r,t)
i,j = 1 (14d)

0 ≤ xz ,t ≤ 1, (14e)

αz ,t ,βz ,t ∈ Z
|R|
+ , (14f)

I (r,t) ∈ Z
Nr,t×Nr,t
+ , (14g)

where λ represents per-unit penalty, for the case when the
computing offloading service fails. The optimization variables
include three aspects: edge server selection, i.e., {α,β, γ },
task partition, i.e., x, and task scheduling, i.e., {I(r ,t), ∀r , t}.
It can be seen that Problem (14) is a mixed-integer non-
linear optimization problem. Solving the above problem
directly by conventional optimization methods is challeng-
ing. Furthermore, the decision dimension of the problem is
too large to apply model-free techniques directly. Taking the
variable of task execution order as an example, i.e., I(r ,t),
there are Nr ,t × Nr ,t number of decisions to be determined
for a server in a time slot. The number of combinations of
scheduling decisions is at least (|Z|/|R|)! × |R| × |T |, in
which tasks are evenly assigned to servers and each task is
processed by only one server. Thus, to reduce the decision
dimension of the problem, we divide Problem (14) into two
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sub-problems: i) task partition and scheduling problem, and
ii) edge server selection problem. In the task partition and
scheduling problem, we aim to obtain the optimal task parti-
tion ratio and the execution order to minimize the computing
latency given the offloading policy {α,β}. After that, we re-
formulate the edge server selection problem as an MDP and
utilize the DRL technique to obtain the optimal offloading and
computing policy.

V. TASK PARTITION AND SCHEDULING

Multiple tasks offloaded from different zones can be
received by an edge server in a time slot. The computing
tasks can only be processed if the tasks scheduled priorly are
executed. As a result, the overall computing time may vary
depending on the task execution order in edge servers. In addi-
tion, the workload of a task can be divided and offloaded to
two edge servers, i.e., receiver and helper RSUs. Workload
allocation for a task also affects the overall service time.
Therefore, we study task partition and scheduling to mini-
mize the service latency given the offloading policy {α,β}.
Based on Problem (14), the delay minimization problem can
be formulated as follows:

min
x,{I(r,t),∀r ,t}

∑

z∈Z
T service
z ,t (16a)

s.t. (14d), (14e), (14g). (16b)

Problem (16) is a mixed-integer programming, which involves
a continuous variable x and an integer matrix variable
{I(r ,t), ∀r , t}. Moreover, even if x is known, the remain-
ing integer problem is a variation of the traveling salesman
problem, which is an NP-hard problem. To reduce the time-
complexity in problem-solving, we exploit the properties of
task partition and scheduling and develop a heuristic algo-
rithm to obtain an approximate result efficiently. To simplify
the notations, we eliminate the time index t in the remainder
of the section since we consider the scheduling scheme for
the tasks offloaded in one time slot. We further denote r(z)
and h(z) as the index of receiver and helper RSUs for task z,
respectively.

Lemma 1: If no task is queued after task z for both the
receiver RSU and the helper RSU, the optimal partition ratio
for the task x∗z is min{max{0, x̂z }, 1}, where x̂z can be
determined by Eq. (15), as shown at the bottom of the page.

Proof: Without considering the tasks queued later, the ser-
vice time of task z can be minimized by solving the following
problem:

min max
{
TC
z ,r(z ),T

C
z ,h(z )

}
s.t. (14e). (17)

Given that 0 < xz < 1, the optimal task partition strategy
exists when TC

z ,r(z ) = TC
z ,h(z ). The optimal task partition

ratio is x∗z = x̂z . In addition, x∗z = max{0, x̂z } = 0 when

the helper RSU can fully process task z in a shorter service
time comparing to the queuing time in the receiver RSU, i.e.,
max{TQ

z ,r(z )
,TT

z } ≥ max{TQ
z ,h(z )

,TT
z + χWz

Rr(z),h(z)
}+ χWz

Ch(z)
.

Otherwise, x∗z = min{1, x̂z } = 1, when the receiver RSU can
process task z by itself in a shorter service time comparing to
the queuing time in the helper RSU, i.e., max{TQ

z ,r(z )
,TT

z } ≤
TQ
z ,h(z )

− χWz
Cr(z)

.
Lemma 1 shows the optimal partition ratio from the indi-

vidual task perspective. However, multiple tasks could be
offloaded from different zones to an RSU, where the role
of the RSU could be different for those tasks. The task par-
tition strategy for a single task could affect the computing
latency for the task queued later. Therefore, we will investi-
gate the optimality of the task partition scheme in Lemma 1
in terms of minimizing the overall service time for all
tasks z ∈ Z .

Lemma 2: Assume that the following conditions are met:
• The computing capability Cr is identical for all edge

servers.
• The receiver RSU and helper RSU are different for each

task, i.e., r(z) �= h(z).
• For the helper RSUs for all tasks, the queuing time is not

shorter than the offloading time, i.e., TQ
z ,h(z )

≥ TT
z ,r(z )+

TR
r(z ),h(z ), ∀z , r .

Then, given the execution order of tasks, the optimal solution
of Problem (16) follows the results shown in Lemma 1, i.e.,
x∗z = min{max{0, x̂z }, 1}, ∀z .

Proof: See Appendix A.
We have proved that, given the task execution order,

the partition ratio in Lemma 1 is the optimal solution for
Problem (16) under certain assumptions. Next, we will explore
the optimal scheduling order given the workload allocation
policy.

Lemma 3: Consider only one available RSU in the system,
i.e., r(z) = h(z). Under the assumption in which the offloading
time is proportional to the size of the task, the optimal task
execution order is to schedule the task with the shortest service
time first.

Proof: See Appendix B.
According to the properties provided in Lemmas 1-3, we

design a heuristic algorithm to schedule the task execution
order and allocate workload among RSUs. The full algorithm
is presented in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, we allocate the
task that has the shortest service time first. For each task,
we divide the workload between the receiver RSU and helper
RSU according to the optimal partition ratio in Lemma 1. In
the worst case, in which all zones have tasks to offload in a
time slot, the algorithm requires |Z|(|Z| + 1)/2 iterations to
compute the task partition and scheduling results, which can
still provide fast responses in the dynamic environment.

x̂z =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

T
Q
z,h(z)

−max
{
T

Q
z,r(z)

,TT
z

}
+χWz/Ch(z)

χWz/Cr(z)+χWz/Ch(z)
, ifTQ

z ,h(z)
−max

{
TQ

z ,r(z)
,TT

z

}
≥ χWz

Cr(z)
− χRr(z),h(z)

(
TQ

z ,h(z)
− TT

z

)(
1

Cr(z)
+ 1

Ch(z)

)

TT
z −max

{
T

Q
z,r(z)

,TT
z

}
+χWz/Ch(z)+Wz /Rr(z),h(z)

χWz/Cr(z)+χWz/Ch(z)+Wz /Rr(z),h(z)
, otherwise

(15)
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Fig. 3. AI-based collaborative computing approach.

Algorithm 1 Task Partition and Scheduling Algorithm (TPSA)

1: At time slot t, initialize set S = {z |Wz ,t �= 0}.
2: Initialize ψr = TQ0

r ,t , I(r ,t) = 0, and jr = 1, ∀r .
3: while |S| �= 0 do
4: Initialize Qz = 0, ∀z ∈ S .
5: for Task z = 1 : |S| do
6: Update r(z ) = {r |αz ,r ,t = 1} and h(z) =

{r |βz ,r ,t = 1}.
7: Update partition ratio xz = min{max{0, x̂z }, 1},

where x̂ is obtained by (15).
8: Update ψ̂z ,r(z ) = ψr(z ) + TC

z ,r(z ).

9: Update ψ̂z ,h(z ) = ψh(z ) + TC
z ,h(z ).

10: If xz = 1, then Qz = ψ̂z ,h(z ).

11: If xz = 0, then Qz = ψ̂z ,r(z ).

12: If 0 < xz < 1, then Qz = (ψ̂z ,r(z ) + ψ̂z ,h(z ))/2.
13: end for
14: Find z∗ = argminzQz .
15: Update ψr(z∗) = ψ̂z∗,r(z∗) and ψh(z∗) = ψ̂z∗,h(z∗).

16: Update order matrix I
r(z∗),t
z∗,jr(z∗) = 1, and I

h(z∗),t
z∗,jh(z∗) = 1.

17: Update jr(z∗) = jr(z∗) + 1, and jh(z∗) = jh(z∗) + 1.
18: S = S\{z∗}.
19: end while
20: TQ0

r ,t+1 = ψr − ε, ∀r .

VI. AI-BASED COLLABORATIVE COMPUTING APPROACH

To deal with the server selection problem, we utilize a DRL
technique to conduct the complex decision-making problem
in a dynamic environment. To implement the DRL method,
we first re-formulate the problem into an MDP. An MDP
can be defined by a tuple (S,A,T,C), where S represents
the set of system states; A represents the set of actions;
T = {p(st+1|st , at )} is the set of transition probabilities; and
C is the set of real-value cost functions. The term C(s, a)
represents the cost when the system is at state s ∈ S and an
action a ∈ A is taken. A policy π represents a mapping from
S to A. In our problem, the state space, action space, and cost
model in an MDP are summarized as follows:

1) State space: In time slot t, the network state, st , includes
the computing data amount in zones, i.e., {Wz ,t , ∀z},

the average vehicle speed, i.e., {vz ,t , ∀z}, and the delay
for edge servers to finish the tasks offloaded in previous
time slots {1, . . . , t − 1}, i.e., {TQ0

r ,t , ∀r}.
2) Action space: For zone z and time slot t, the action taken

by the network includes three elements: the index of
receiver RSU, helper RSU, and deliver RSU, which can
be represented by {a1z ,t , a2z ,t , a3z ,t}, respectively.

3) Cost model: Given the state-action pair, the overall ser-
vice time can be available by the TPSA algorithm.
Thus, according to the objective function (14), the cost
function can be formulated as

C (st , at ) =
∑

z∈Z

{
T service
z ,t 1z ,t + λWz ,t (1− 1z ,t )

}
.

(18)

Then, to obtain the expected long-term discounted cost,
the value function V of state s is

V (s , π) = E

[ ∞∑

t=0

γtC (st , at )|s0 = s , π

]

, (19)

where the parameter γ is a discount factor. By minimiz-
ing the value function of each state, we can obtain the
optimal offloading and computing policy π∗; that is,

π∗(s) = argmina
∑

s′
p(s ′|s, a)[C (s, a) + γV (s ′, π∗)].

(20)

Due to the limited knowledge on transition probability
between the states and the sizeable state-action space in the
network, the traditional dynamic programming is not able to
find the optimal policy efficiently. Therefore, we adopt DRL
to solve the proposed server selection problem. There are three
common DRL algorithms: deep Q network (DQN), actor-
critic (AC), and DDPG. DQN is a powerful tool to obtain
the optimal policy with a high dimension in the state space.
Besides an online neural network (evaluation network) to learn
the Q value, a frozen network (target network) and the expe-
rience replay technique are applied to stabilize the learning
process. However, the method shows the inefficiency on the
network with a high dimension in the action space, while in
our problem, the large number of zones leads the high dimen-
sion in both state and action spaces. On the other hand, both
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AC and DDPG tackle the problem with a high action dimen-
sion by the policy gradient technique. Two networks, i.e., actor
and critic networks, are adopted, in which the critic evaluates
the Q value, and the actor updates policy parameters in the
direction suggested by the critic. Moreover, DDPG combines
the characteristics of DQN on top of the AC algorithm to learn-
ing the Q value and the deterministic policy by the experience
relay and the frozen network, thereby helping reach the fast
convergence [34]. In this paper, we exploit the DDPG algo-
rithm to obtain the optimal collaborative computing policy in
vehicular networks.

The illustration of our AI-based collaborative computing
approach is shown in Fig. 3. The system states are observed
from the MEC-enabled vehicular network. After state st is
obtained, the optimal server selection policy can be computed
by the DDPG algorithm. According to the server selection
results, the corresponding task partition and scheduling pol-
icy can be obtained by the proposed TPSA algorithm. Then,
the cost of the corresponding state-action pair and the next
system state can be observed from the environment. The
state transition set (st , at , rt , st+1) is stored in the replay
memory for training the neural networks. In DDPG, four neu-
ral networks are employed. Two of the four networks are
evaluation networks, where the weights are updated when the
neural network is trained, and the other two networks are
target networks, where the weights are replaced periodically
from the evaluation network. For both evaluation and target
networks, two neural networks, i.e., actor and critic networks,
are adopted to evaluate the optimal policy and Q value, respec-
tively. The weights in evaluation and target critic networks are
denoted by θQ and θQ

′
, and the weights in evaluation and

target actor networks are denoted by θμ and θμ
′
, respectively.

In each training step, a batch of experience tuples are
extracted from the experience replay memory, where the num-
ber of tuples in a mini-batch is denoted by N. The critics
in both evaluation and target networks approximate the value
function and compute the loss function L, where

L(θQ ) = E

[(
yt −Q(st , at |θQ )

)2
]

. (21)

The term Q(st , at |θQ ) represents the Q function approxi-
mated by the evaluation network. The value of yt is obtained
from the value function approximated by the target network,
where

yt = C (st , at ) + γQ(st+1, μ
′(st+1|θμ

′
)|θQ ′

). (22)

The term μ′(st+1|θμ
′
) represents the action taken at st+1

given by the target actor network. By minimizing the loss
function (21), the weights in the evaluation critic, i.e., θQ ,
can be updated. On the other hand, to update the weights
of the evaluation actor network, the policy gradient can be
represented as

∇θμJ ≈ 1

N

∑

t

∇aQ(s , a|θQ )|s=st ,
a=μ(st )

∇θμμ(s |θμ)|s=st .

(23)

From (23), it can be seen that actor weights are updated in
each training step according to the direction suggested by the
critic.

Although the DDPG algorithm is able to tackle the problem
with a high dimension of state and action spaces, it is ineffi-
cient to apply the DDPG algorithm directly in our problem due
to the 2-dimensional transportation network and the multiple
dimensions of the input. A huge number of neurons in a
network will be deployed if the conventional neural network
with fully connected layers is adopted. To improve the algo-
rithm efficiency, we utilize CNN in both actor and critic
networks to exploit the correlation of states and actions among
different zones. The structure of actor and critic networks is
shown in Fig. 4. Before fully connected layers, convolution
layers and pooling layers are applied to learn the relevant
features of the inputs among zones. Due to the weight sharing
feature of CNN filters, the number of training parameters can
be significantly reduced compared to the network with fully
connected layers [35]. After several convolution and pooling
layers, the output of the CNN combines the state of edge
servers and forwards to fully connected layers.

The proposed AI-based collaborative computing approach
is provided in Algorithm 2, where τ is a small number less
than 1. In our algorithm, to learn the environment efficiently,
the system will continuously train the parameter by Nt times
after Ne time step, where Ne > Nt .

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first present the efficiency of the proposed
TPSA algorithm in task partition and scheduling. Then, we
evaluate the performance of the proposed AI-based collabora-
tive computing approach in a vehicular network simulated by
VISSIM [36], where TPSA is applied to schedule computing
tasks according to the policy given by the DDPG algorithm.

A. Task Partition and Scheduling Algorithm

We first evaluate the performance of the proposed TPSA
algorithm. In the simulation, we consider that tasks can be
offloaded to five edge servers with an identical offloading rate
of 6 Mbits/s. The communication rate among the servers is
8 Mbits/s. We set that the computing capability of the servers
is 8 GC/s, and the number of computation cycles needed for
processing 1 Mbit is 4 GC. The computing data amount of
tasks is uniformly distributed in the range of [1, 21] Mbits.
For each task, the receiver and helper RSUs are randomly
selected from the five servers. We compare the proposed TPSA
algorithm with brute-force and random schemes. In the brute-
force scheme, we utilize an exhaustive search for finding the
optimal scheduling order. In the random scheme, we randomly
assign the scheduling order of the tasks. Note that, for both
brute-force and random schemes, we adopt the optimal task
partition ratio in workload allocation. The simulation results
presented in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are averaged over 200 rounds
of Monte Carlo simulations.

The service delay performance of the proposed algorithm
is shown in Fig. 5(a). It can be seen that an increase in the
task number leads to increasing overall service time, and the
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Fig. 4. The structure of actor and critic neural networks.

Fig. 5. (a) Average service delay among the three task partition and schedul-
ing schemes with respect to the number of tasks. (b) Average computation
runtime among the three task partition and scheduling schemes with respect
to the number of tasks.

increasing rate of the random scheme is the highest among the
three schemes. The proposed TPSA algorithm can achieve a
performance very close to the brute-force scheme. Moreover,
we compare the runtime between the proposed TPSA and the

TABLE I
NETWORK PARAMETERS

Fig. 6. The transportation network topology for simulation.

brute-force scheme. As shown in Fig. 5(b), as the number of
the task increases, the runtime of brute-force scheme increases
exponentially, while the proposed TPSA algorithm has imper-
ceptible runtime to compute the scheduling result that is close
to the optimal one. In summary, the proposed TPSA algorithm
can achieve a near-optimal performance for task partition and
scheduling with low computation complexity.

B. AI-Based Collaborative Computing Approach

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed AI-based collaborative computing approach. In the
simulation, we consider an 800 m × 800 m transportation
system, where the transportation topology is shown in Fig. 6.
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Algorithm 2 AI-Based Collaborative Computing Approach

1: Initialize critic network Q(s0, a0|θQ ) and actor network
μ(s0|θμ) with weights θQ and θμ.

2: Initialize target network with weights θQ
′
= θQ and

θμ
′
= θμ.

3: Initialize the experience replay buffer.
4: Initialize a random vector N as the noise for action

exploration.
5: for episode = 1 : G do
6: Initialize environment, and observe the initial state s0.
7: for time slot t = 1 : T do
8: Select action at = μ(s |θμ) +N .
9: Let αz ,a1

z ,t ,t
, βz ,a2

z ,t ,t
, and γz ,a3

z ,t ,t
equal to 1.

10: Compute the task partition and scheduling results
by Algorithm 1.

11: Observe next state st+1 and cost C (st , at ).
12: Store transition (st , at , rt , st+1) into the

experience replay buffer. Delete the oldest
transition set

if the buffer is full.
13: if k mod Ne == 0 then
14: for j = 1 : Nt do
15: Sample a mini-batch of N samples.
16: Update yt by (22).
17: Update the weights in the evaluation critic

network by minimizing the loss in (21).
18: Update the weights in the evaluation actor

network using sampled policy gradient
presented in (23).

19: Update target networks: θQ
′
= τθQ + (1

−τ) θQ ′
; θμ

′
= τθμ + (1− τ)θμ

′
.

20: end for
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for

Nine RSUs with edge servers are deployed, as indicated in
the figure. We generate vehicle traffic by VISSIM [36], where
200 vehicles are traveling in the area. The speed of vehicles
depends on the speed limit on the road and the distance to the
vehicle ahead. For each vehicle, the computing tasks are gen-
erated using a Poisson process, and the input data amount of
each task is uniformly distributed in the range of [2, 5] Mbits.
The length and width of a zone are 40 m and 10 m (2 driv-
ing lanes), respectively. Other network parameter settings are
presented in Table I. We test the system performance within
a duration of 20 seconds.

The neural network structures of the DDPG algorithm are
presented in Table II. The initial learning rates of the actor
and critic networks are 1e-5 and 1e-4, respectively, and the
learning rates are attenuated by 0.991 in every 500 training
steps. The experience replay buffer can adopt 8,000 state-
action transitions, and in each training step, the number of
transition tuples selected for training, i.e., the batch size,
is 128. We adopt a soft parameter replacement technique to
update the parameters in the target network, where τ is 0.01.

TABLE II
NEURAL NETWORK STRUCTURE

Fig. 7. Average weighted computing delay cost versus computing task arrive
rate per vehicle.

We compare the performance of the proposed AI-based col-
laborative computing approach with three approaches. In the
Greedy approach, vehicles always offload their tasks to the
RSU with the highest SNR, and the received computing tasks
will not be collaboratively computed with other RSUs. In
the Greedy + TPSA approach, a vehicle offload their tasks
to the RSU with the highest SNR, and the RSU randomly
selects another RSU to compute the task collaboratively. The
task partition and scheduling policy follows the TPSA algo-
rithm, and the computing results are delivered by the receiver
RSU. In the Random+TPSA approach, the receiver, helper,
and deliver RSUs are selected randomly, and the TPSA algo-
rithm is applied to determine the task partition ratio and the
execution order.

The overall weighted computing cost with respect to task
arrival rates is shown in Fig. 7. Our proposed approach can
achieve the lowest computing cost compared to the other three
approaches. The random approach suffers the highest cost
compared to others due to the inefficient server selection in
the scheme. Moreover, the greedy+TPSA approach achieves a
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Fig. 8. Average percentage of service failure versus computing task arrive
rate per vehicle.

Fig. 9. Average computing data amount which is successfully computed
versus computing task arrive rate per vehicle.

lower cost compared to the greedy approach. The reason is that
parallel computing is able to reduce the overall service time,
and the proposed TPSA is able to achieve near-optimal task
partition and scheduling results. However, the greedy approach
selects the servers according to the instantaneous cost of the
network rather than the value in the long term. Therefore, the
greedy + TPSA approach cannot attain a lower cost compared
to the proposed AI-based approach.

As indicated in Eq. (18), the service cost consists of the ser-
vice delay and the failure penalty. The results of the service
failure percentage is shown in Fig. 8. Similar to the service
cost, the proposed AI-based approach achieves the lowest fail-
ure percentage among the four approaches. Correspondingly,
as shown in Fig. 9, the proposed approach can successfully
process the highest amount of data among the four approaches.
On the other hand, the results of the average service delay
for 1 Mbits successful computed data are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Average service delay for 1 Mbits successful computed data versus
computing task arrive rate per vehicle.

Fig. 11. Convergence performance of the proposed algorithm, where the
task arrival rate is 0.1 request/sec.

Compared to the other three approaches, the proposed scheme
reduces the service delay significantly. Furthermore, the delay
of the random approach increases exponentially since less
amount of data can be successfully computed when the task
arrival rate is high.

The convergence performance of the proposed AI-based
approach is shown in Fig. 11, where the highlighted line
represents the moving average from 50 samples around the
corresponding point. Note that in our algorithm, we explore
multiple times in each training step. It can be seen that our
approach converges after 10,000 episodes, or equivalently,
after the network being trained by around 3,000 episodes, i.e.,
60,000 training steps.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a novel collaboration computing frame-
work to reduce computing service latency and improve service
reliability in MEC-enabled vehicular networks. The proposed
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Fig. 12. An illustration of task partition.

framework addresses the challenge of maintaining computing
service continuity for vehicle users with high mobility. As a
result, our collaborative computing approach is able to support
proactive decision making for computation offloading through
learning the network dynamics. Our work can be applied to
offer low-latency and high-reliable edge computing services
to vehicle users in a complex network environment, such as
urban transportation systems. In the future, we will investigate
multi-agent learning approach to compute the optimal comput-
ing strategy with the limited information collected by the edge
servers.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

An illustration of task partition is shown in Fig. 12. Consider
that the workload of all tasks are divided and shared among
RSUs following the results in Lemma 1. We focus on a single
task which is numbered as task 1 as shown in the figure. As
indicated in the second and the third assumptions in Lemma 2,
the computing load of task 1 is shared between RSUs r(1) and
h(1). Tasks 2 and 3 are scheduled after task 1 in RSUs r(1) and
h(1), respectively. In addition, TQ

2,h(2)
≥ TT

2,r(2)+TR
r(2),h(2).

We then prove that, under the assumption in Lemma 2, the
overall service time will be increased if the partition ratio of
task 1 does not follow the policy presented in Lemma 1.

Consider that, for task 1, the workload assigned to RSU
r(1) is decreased by Δx . Correspondingly, the computing time
of task 1 in server r(1) is reduced by Δt

r(1)
1 = Δx/Cr(1),

while the computing time of task 1 in server h(1) is increased
by Δt

h(1)
1 = Δx/Ch(1). Thus, the service time of task 1 is

increased by ΔT1 = Δx/Ch(1). Denote the new partition
ratio of task 2, after task partition ratio x1 is decreased by
Δx , as x̂2. We then list following cases to analyze the time
deduction from the tasks queued after the task 1:

• Case 1: Task 2 regards RSU r(1) as the receiver RSU,
i.e., r(1) = r(2), and x̂2 < 1. According to Eq. (12) and
Lemma 1, the optimal service time of task 2 is

T service
2 = max{TT

2 ,TQ
2,r(1)

}

+
(TQ

2,h(2)
−max{TT

2 ,TQ
2,r(1)

})Ch(2) + χW2

Cr(1) + Ch(2)
.

(24)

After task partition ratio x1 is decreased by Δx , task 2
can be processed by RSU r(1) in advance by Δt

r(1)
1 . The

new optimal service time of task 2 is

(T service
2 )′ = max{TT

2 ,TQ
2,r(1)

−Δt
r(1)
1 }

+
(TQ

2,h(2)
−max{TT

2 ,TQ
2,r(1)

−Δt
r(1)
1 })Ch(2) + χW2

Cr(1) + Ch(2)
.

(25)

The service time deduction on task 2 can be obtained by
subtracting Eq. (24) by Eq. (25). We found the reduced
service time ΔT2 ≤ Δt

r(1)
1 Cr(1)/(Cr(1) + Ch(2)),

where equality can be reached when TT
2 ≤ T

Q
2,r(1)

−
Δt

r(1)
1 .

• Case 2: Task 2 regards RSU r(1) as the receiver RSU,
i.e., r(1) = r(2), and x̂2 = 1. In this case, the new optimal
service time of task 2 is

(T service
2 )′ = max{TT

2 ,T
Q
2,r(1)

−Δt
r(1)
1 }+ χW2

Cr(1)
.

(26)

Via subtracting Eq. (24) by Eq. (26), we have

ΔT2 ≤ Δt
r(1)
1 −

(χWz /Cr(1) − TQ
2,h(2)

+ TQ
2,r(1)

)Ch(2)

Cr(1) + Ch(2)

≤ Δt
r(1)
1 Cr(1)

(Cr(1) + Ch(2))
, (27)

where equality can be achieved when TT
2 ≤ T

Q
2,r(1)

−
Δt

r(1)
1 .

• Case 3: Task 2 regards RSU r(1) as the helper RSU, i.e.,
r(1) = h(2). In this case, the new optimal service time of
task 2 is

(T service
2 )′ = max{TT

2 ,TQ
2,r(2)

−Δt
r(2)
1 }

+
(TQ

2,r(1)
−Δt

r(2)
1 −max{TT

2 ,TQ
2,r(2)

})Cr(1) + χW2

Cr(2) + Cr(1)
.

(28)

Similar as case 1, the reduced service time for task 2 is
ΔT2 = Δt

r(1)
1 Cr(1)/(Cr(1) + Cr(2)).

Considering that the computing capabilities Cr are identical
for all servers (the first assumption in Lemma 2), the maxi-
mum service time deduction for task 2 is Δt

r(1)
1 /2. For all

tasks queued after task 1 in RSU r(1), the overall service time
deduction is less than Δt

r(1)
1 [1/2 + (1/2)2 + (1/2)3 + · · · ],

which is always less than Δt
r(1)
1 . We omit the proof for the

case when the workload assigned in RSU h(1) is decreased by
Δx due to the similarity. Therefore, we obtain that, under the
assumptions presented in Lemma 2, the overall service time
will be increased if the workload allocation does not follow
the task partition ratio presented in Lemma 1.
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

Suppose the tasks in edge server r are scheduled by the
shortest-task-first rule, and task 2 is queued after the task 1.
Then, we have

max{TQ
1,r ,T

T
1,r}+ TP

1,r ≤ max{TQ
1,r ,T

T
2,r}+ TP

2,r . (29)

If the order of task 1 and task 2 are switched with each other,
the service time of task 2 will be decreased by

D = max{max{TQ
1,r ,T

T
1,r}+ TP

1,r ,T
T
2,r} −max{TQ

1,r ,T
T
2,r}.

(30)

On the other hand, the service time of task 1 will be increased
by

I = max{TQ
1,r ,T

T
2,r}+ TP

2,r −max{TQ
1,r ,T

T
1,r}. (31)

From (29), we can derive that I ≥ TP
1,r . Then, the overall

service time of tasks 1 and 2 will be increased by

I −D ≥ TP
1,r −max{max{TQ

1,r ,T
T
1,r}+ TP

1,r ,T
T
2,r}

+max{TQ
1,r ,T

T
2,r}. (32)

We then list the three scenarios on TT
2,r :

• Case 1: TT
2,r ≥ max{TQ

1,r ,T
T
1,r} + TP

1,r . In this case,

I −D ≥ TP
1,r ≥ 0.

• Case 2: TQ
1,r ≤ TT

2,r ≤ max{TQ
1,r ,T

T
1,r}+TP

1,r . In this

case, I − D ≥ TT
2,r − max{TQ

1,r ,T
T
1,r}. According the

assumption, where TT
1,r ≤ TT

2,r , we then have I−D ≥ 0.

• Case 3: TT
2,r ≤ TQ

1,r . In this case, I − D ≥ TQ
1,r −

max{TQ
1,r ,T

T
1,r} = 0.

Therefore, we can obtain the conclusion that the service time
will be increased if the task execution order does not follow
a shortest-task-first rule under the assumptions.
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